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Nova's Ark Book and Toy Set (Nova the Robot) [David Kirk] on blog.quintoapp.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. A robot boy from the planet Roton, who wants to be just like his space-explorer father, decides to embark on an
adventure of his own.

Release dates and prices for Takara Tomy Transformers: Or can we just assume that they will be the same
price, in which case we just need to do the currency conversion? War for Cybertron - Siege Posted by o.
However, it does appear that in unifying the "brand" release time frames between and are shrinking, and will
very soon pretty much be simultaneous, which I really think is a good thing. But as efficient seemingly is, it
looks like they may even get their releases out faster than at some point. It will be interesting to revisit this a
year later and see where we are. I know the two companies may not release things in the same order, but just
one case in point.. For PotP -Leader Optimal Optimus was supposedly released at the end of August in Japan,
he is just starting to show up in some areas Canada evidently , but still not in the United States. It seems more
that this will be a simultaneous release than anything else. Often when Takara would release their own
product, if Hasbro ever decided to use it, it would come much later, and vice versa. I guess there are some
good things to come of this, again, it will be interesting to reevaluate a year form now, when we are most of
the way through Siege, and see how things are going Re: War for Cybertron - Siege Posted by
william-james88 on September 5th, Typically, does the Japanese price have any effect on the Western prices?
Anyway, the prices seem reasonable, especially at the lower end. I skipped the PotP Leader version I like tye
take on Cog, too. This is a decent looking line, even if Collector types will have to decide if they need a
Cybertron version of the more popular figures. I totally need Cybertron versions of everything. I love futuristic
designs and yes, the designs could be way more futuristic but so far I dig half of them. They kind of look like
a mixture of Earth and Cybertronian alt modes. Kind of the same goes for Ironhide: I totally dig his alt mode
but to me his robot mode is a bit boring. The thing is this line features a second Optimus-esque mold which is
similar visually but clearly a separate mold: So then who could be the retool for Optimus? Actually not only is
who could OP be retooled into, but who could UM also be retooled into. So far every single Leader class mold
since T30 has been re-used at least once. But not re-using the UM leader mold for something else would be a
major change for Hasbro. People mentionned Thunderclash but we say that for every Voyager or Leader-class
truck mold revealed. War for Cybertron - Siege Posted by william-james88 on September 5th, 9: Wont
Optimus just get a black redeco, as he always is? Grand Scourge was Takara only: In TR he got the
Powermaster Prime figure with no black recolor. So really in the last three lines he only got one black redeco
from Hasbro. I never mentioned Hasbro, on purpose. Plus how dare you forget Shredicus Maximus!!!!!!! Oh
crap I forgot that Hasbro will still try to get as much use as possible out of molds because it helps pay for the
work put into making them. Even a shared transformation like Hun-Gurrr would be cheaper to produce even
without sharing parts simply because of the reduced development costs. They already pointed out his alt mode
as a shout-out to the RiD fans and a fusion of the two character designs, it would seem kinda redundant to then
repaint it minutely and release it as a second Magnus. I think there are three separate discussion topics posed
here: Personally, I think the answer to that number 3 is both no and yes. War for Cybertron - Siege Posted by
fenrir72 on September 6th, 1: My collection of Magnii now feels incomplete. What might blow my mind is if
Optimus could use the Magnus armor as his own trailer.
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Nova's Ark is a wonderful futuristic tale of robots and their intergalactic world. Author David Kirk ingenuously takes a little
piece of our world and blends it with theirs. Nova is a young robot who has a strong desire to follow in his father's
footsteps in space exploration.

Name[ edit ] Contrary to popular belief, Witwicky is a real name, but a vanishingly rare one. Social Security
Death Index records the passing of only two people with that name in the United States in the last 50 years.
Indeed, Buster was fully intended to exist in place of Spike for the comic book series, until the release of the
Fortress Maximus toy in , which included Spike as a Headmaster partner, hence necessitating the hurried
introduction of Spike into the comic book continuity. Before dying, he gave his control helmet to Spike,
allowing the boy to control Fortress Maximus in battle and force the Decepticons to retreat. Acting
commander Grimlock refused, disgusted at the thought of a human leading the Autobots, but relented when he
saw the rationality of the act during a massive Decepticon attack on the Autobot forces. Following that clash,
Spike, having accomplished what he set out to do, attempted to abandon his Autobot life, and return to living a
normal human lifestyle. Merging with Fortress Maximus again, he defeated the maddened Galvatron , and
some time thereafter, gave up his life to stop the plans of Megatron by sacrificing himself to destroy the Ark.
The post-movie Spike appears in the story "Time Wars", persuading Rodimus Prime to delay his journey back
in time long enough to halt an attack on a human settlement by the Terrorcons. Due to the temporal disruption
later in this story, it is possible this future was later erased from the timeline. Spike is also present in the
alternate seen in "Rhythms of Darkness", working with the handful of surviving Autobots led by Prowl. He
was accompanied by an apparently African-American woman named Lisa, with whom he shared a mutual but
unrequited attraction. Spike participated in what everyone involved expected to be a suicide attack on the
Decepticon fortress city, attaching the US flag to its summit to demonstrate to the rest of the world, who were
about to launch a nuclear strike on the area, that the American population was still fighting. After Galvatron
was forcibly removed from that timeline, he presumably went on to rejoin the Autobots in their battle against
the remaining Decepticons. Regeneration One[ edit ] Spike was able to keep everyone from poking around in
the Ark for a year or two, but he eventually stopped being Fortress Maximus full-time so he could live his life.
The final battle was a bust: Only some appeals from Topspin and fellow rebel Gordon Kent calmed Spike
down. He then formed part of a conference with Springer, Blackrock, Kent, and Sandstorm, running through
their new options now the Wreckers were on Earth, only to be interrupted by a broadcast from Megatron,
taunting the Autobots with the tortured body of Kup. Spike, along with a few of the Wreckers and a handful of
humans armed with Battlesuits , attacked the Ark, with the intention of shutting down its supercomputer
Auntie. Before attacking, Spike made it clear that they were to deactivate the Ark, and if he began to suspect
any of them were thinking of trying to get it back under control and using it to leave, he would crash every
single one of their circuits. He blasted a projectile that was launched at one of the humans. As the Wreckers
and humans fought the Guardians, Spike infiltrated the Ark, but was detected by Auntie, who detained him.
After Megatron and his army were taken care of, Spike came to Optimus Prime, telling him that he and the
others had unanimously decided on the Autobots leaving Earth for good. When Prime offered to help, Spike
angrily rejected the offer, warning Optimus not to make him ask them to leave more than once. Dreamwave
Productions[ edit ] In the 21st-century re-imagining of the G1 universe by Dreamwave Productions , Spike
was given a fragment of the Matrix by Optimus Prime when the Autobots departed Earth in , having finally
captured the Decepticons and intending to return them to Cybertron. However, in , Spike - now married to
Carly and fathering Daniel - found that this was not the case when he was approached by General Hallo of the
American military. A terrorist, Adam Rook, had recovered several of the inactive but functional Transformers
and brought them under his control, intending to sell them on the black market as weapons of mass
destruction; in order to stop him, the military had recovered a Transformer of their own. That Transformer was
Optimus Prime, whom Spike was able to reactivate by replacing the Matrix fragment. Unfortunately, Spike
soon discovered that Hallo was part of an even more insane scheme, having originally worked with Rook in
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developing the Transformer-controlling program, and being double-crossed by him. Confronting Hallo just as
he launched a nuclear missile at San Francisco , Spike took his life in his hands and nearly met his end, until
Hallo was gunned down by military agents. However, unlike other similar entries in the MTMTE series, no
information was given about Spike at all leaving many readers with more questions than answers. But with
Dreamwave shutting down, this storyline may never come to be. From a young age, he wanted to be a soldier
just like his idolised dad. Sparkplug often took him on long camping trips in the woods, and this outdoors
lifestyle caused Spike to develop a dislike for relying on machines. By this point, Spike had let his family ties
go to his head and was insufferably arrogant and obnoxious. Worse, he started to act like he was in an action
movie, treating everyone else as the supporting character and doing "cool" stuff like rule-breaking, acting
reckless, and taking personal vendettas, which is less "cool" and more "dangerous and illegal" in real life. But
since he was both protected by his daddy and also genuinely smart and competent as a soldier, he was able to
get away with this. He graduated second in his class and went to work in special forces, where he continued to
act like he was in a story. Regrettably, Sparkplug had selected Spike for a mission to assassinate the leader of
the Decepticons, Megatron , even though he feared his son would not make it back. It was a suicide mission,
but Spike was the most qualified. Spike was the leader of the group, who allied themselves with Rodimus and
the evil Autobots, guiding them on Earth and aiding them in taking temporary control of Burbleson Airforce
base and the GODS satellite system. A Decepticon attack on the rig left Spike and Sparkplug in peril where
they were rescued by Optimus Prime. Afterward, they offered their friendship and aid to the Autobots,
teaching them about the ways of Earth. Spike had a lot to learn about the robots in disguise, however, as one
of his first actions saw him unwittingly bring the disguised Soundwave into Autobot Headquarters. He later
aided Hound in battle against Rumble. When the Autobots were planning to return to their home planet of
Cybertron , he intended to go with them. However, that was not to be as the re-emergence of the undefeated
Decepticons kept the Autobots on Earth, protecting it and its inhabitants from their enemies. Spike proved an
invaluable source of information for the Autobots, teaching them about subjects such as dinosaurs and various
Earthly sports. He also joined them on journeys to such fantastic locales as Cybertron, Dinobot Island and
medieval England. However, he underwent his own share of troubles, occasionally being captured by the
Decepticons for various reasons, and suffering the torture of seeing his own brainwashed father under
Decepticon control. On another occasion he received brain damage in a Decepticon attack. To save his life, his
mind was transferred to a Transformer body called Autobot X created by his father while his body healed.
Unfortunately, the process drove Spike into thinking he was a " Frankenstein monster ", and he sided with the
Decepticons in an attack on the Autobots. However, he saw the truth after nearly killing his own father with
Megatron in gun mode. Spike easily formed a fast friendship with the young Autobot, Bumblebee , and the
two often adventured and traveled together. In one particular adventure in , when he was fifteen years old,
Spike met a girl named Carly. He immediately took a liking to her, although Carly was more interested in
getting to meet the Autobots at first but he was able to win her over. Through the adventures Spike and Carly
have together, including a solo mission to Cybertron, it blossomed into a romance. Low on power, the
Autobots and Decepticons discovered a magical stone formation called the Dragon Mound and were
transported back to the year Although Starscream attempted to take over a castle and build a new empire with
himself as lord, the help of local knights and a wizard refueled the Autobots, who defeated the Decepticons.
After defeating a dragon who nested in the Dragon Mound, the Autobots and Decepticons returned to their
own time where they rejoined the fight in modern-day England. As they entered their twenties, Spike and
Carly were married, and in , Carly gave birth to a son, Daniel. Wearing a transforming "exo-suit" battle armor,
Daniel rescued his father before Unicron was destroyed. Although Spike was generally limited to performing
more diplomatic duties throughout , he was pivotal in the initial defeat of the invading Quintessons ,
destroying the mechanism that the aliens had used to immobilize all Transformers and freeing them. In , Spike
was among the Transformers and humans blasted to the planet Nebulos by the energies of the Plasma Energy
Chamber , where he performed the process that bonded some Autobots with a group of Nebulan rebels to form
the Headmasters. Later, Spike became a Headmaster, merging with the pacifist Autobot, Cerebros , who in
turn combined with a giant Transformer body Spike had created, forming Fortress Maximus. With the power
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of Fortress Maximus, Spike rescued Daniel from the clutches of the Decepticons, and was in the process able
to reroute the destructive energy created by the opening of the Plasma Energy Chamber to revitalize
Cybertron, creating a new Golden Age. Across the Pacific Ocean , in Japan, however, the events of were
stricken, and replaced with a full-length new series, titled Transformers: At one point, so desperate for peace,
Spike even arranged negotiations between himself and Galvatron , in hopes of developing a joint
energy-production program â€” hopes which were soon dashed. Animated episode "Garbage In, Garbage
Out", a man who looked very much like Spike was trying to get a blond-haired girl to the hospital as she was
in labor. The woman referred to him as "Spike". At BotCon , it was confirmed that this was indeed intended to
be Spike and Carlee with Corey Burton reprising his role as Spike, specifically the adult post-movie Spike ,
and since Daniel had already been seen in the series too, Carlee was in labor with her second child. In
"Transform and Roll Out", a segment about the wonders of modern society and the impact that robots have
had upon it, Spike was seen with his wife and son purchasing some sort of bunless wiener of dubious origin
from a robot vendor cart. In "Garbage In, Garbage Out", Spike flagged down a passing ambulance because his
wife was about to give birth. After being drawn into a chase scene, armed robbery, and giant robot fight, he
opted to take a taxi instead. Daniel is the son of Carly and Spike Witwicky. Since his parents work for
Professor Sumdac, he is forced into being friends with his daughter, Sari , as seen in "Sound and Fury".
Daniel, Carly and Spike were also seen in both parts of "Human Error", computer simulations of them riding a
bus in the first part while their proper selves appeared in the second. Daniel would later appear in an animated
short where he asked Optimus Prime where his trailer goes when he transforms into robot mode, a question in
which even Optimus himself cannot figure out the answer. The Terrorcons spit "corrosive control liquid"
against Computron, taking control of him and turning him into a Decepticon. Spike luckily uses his new
Exosuit to free Computron with "defense spray. In this book, he was said to be an engineering student.
Revenge of the Fallen and Transformers: Dark of the Moon. Toy lines[ edit ] The largest Transformers toy
from Generation 1, Fortress Maximus has multiple altmode configurations. He transforms into a compact
"city" mode, and can also assume a secondary mode described in the US instruction as a "battle station". This
mode was rebranded as a starship for the Japanese instructions, and is the "default" mode for Fort Max in the
Headmasters animated series. Additionally, the Hasbro toy catalog features a mis-transformed Fortress
Maximus in a mode referred to as an "impenetrable fortress", essentially consisting of his city mode with the
legs splayed outwards. In all modes, Maximus has a wide array of pop-out non-firing guns and gimmicks. Its
right leg has a small storage compartment. The crank for this elevator ends up in a very unfortunate position in
robot mode. Each arm had a long ramp on the back with sliding launchers for small vehicles. Its robot-mode
head is formed by Cerebros, who does not actually need Spike to attach to the upper body. It came with both
Headmaster units, plus the Gasket and Grommet mini-vehicles. The Japanese release of Fortress Maximus
came with a pair of swords; one for Fortress, a large one for Maximus. It is currently unknown if the swords
were originally planned for the Hasbro version but dropped for price or safety concerns, or if they were a
Takara-initiated addition to their release of the toy. This toy was designed by Koujin Ohno, and is filed under
U. The figure comes in an exosuit that transforms into a micro car, as seen in The Transformers:
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Generation 1 cartoon continuity The Transformers cartoon Voice actor: When the Ark crashed on Earth,
Reflector was entombed in stasis with the other Transformers and awoke with the other Decepticons on Earth
in Withdrawing from the Ark, the Decepticons immediately set about constructing a temporary base for
themselves, and Reflector and Thundercracker were assigned to patrol the perimeter. As they surveyed the
desert landscape, Reflector expressed his disbelief that the Autobots had also survived the crash.
Thundercracker then spotted something off in the distance, and Reflector transformed to camera mode so that
Thundercracker could use him to zoom in on the mystery object. More than Meets the Eye, Part 1 Anything
you need reflected? Soon after, numerous Reflector robots were seen pillaging energy all across the world and
helping stack energon cubes in the ruby crystal mines of Burma. More than Meets the Eye, Part 3 While the
Decepticons were in the midst of testing their new intergalactic " space bridge " transport system, Reflector
took part in two battles with the Autobots when the heroic robots tried to interfere with the test run. The battle
ended badly when Megatron was sucked through the space bridge and back to Cybertron, Transport to
Oblivion but Reflector seemed unfazed by the apparent loss of his leader, as he went on to carry out orders
that had previously been given to him and began staking out the laboratory of antimatter researcher Doctor
Alcazar. Reflector subsequently followed Megatron back to the lab and entered the entry code for him,
allowing the villains to enter the complex stealthily. Reflector was no doubt rather cheesed off to learn that his
spying had been for naught when it turned out that Alcazar had gotten rid of the antimatter formula by
transmitting it to Chip Chase. When the Decepticons acquired the formula from Chip, Reflector helped charge
energon cubes with the antimatter they created, and then participated in the subsequent battle with the
Autobots, which ended when the antimatter cubes Megatron was using to power himself threatened to
overload. Roll for It Hey, Reflector, want this candy bar? In addition to the normal three Reflector robots, a
fourth robot sharing their body type was present for this operation, and when Starscream required a pilot for
the space bridge vessel, this unfortunate warrior was selected. He begged that he not be chosen, but his words
fell on deaf ears as Starscream picked him up and dropped him into the transport craft. Fortunately for this
robot, his piloting skills allowed him to traverse the space bridge, and he safely arrived on Cybertron with his
energon payload. This hapless little guy was scripted to just be a generic Decepticon, but the animators
substituted in a Reflector. A group of Autobots soon arrived to investigate the Decepticon goings-on, but
Reflector was quick to act and dazzled them with a blinding flash from his central lens. The Autobots soon got
themselves together, though, and Reflector was dispatched when his duplicates were hurled into one another,
causing them to recombine into one. Divide and Conquer Presenting Fire in the Sky Along with Soundwave
and Laserbeak , Reflector gathered valuable intelligence on the Great Falls hydroelectric power station, and he
took part in the attack that their information-gathering helped facilitate. Fire on the Mountain Later still,
Reflector was part of the Decepticon team who tried harnessing energy from an unstable meteorite. Reflector
followed and summoned the other Decepticons to his position. Megatron proceeded to try and turn Spike
against the Autobots, but the attempt ultimately ended in failure. Traitor A little later, he helped battle the
Autobots for control of korlonium crystals. Japanese cartoon continuity Cloud I want to tell you about the
Transformers! This character article is a stub and is missing information on their fictional appearances. You
can help Transformers Wiki by expanding it. Super Robot Lifeform Transformers manga After a long day at
work, the Autobot city sat down for a beer. Super Robot Lifeform Transformers 3 Fight! The Decepticons
constructed a new weapon to pursue their energy-plundering campaign on Earth, the Omega Whip. Reflector
was sent tumbling away from his post. He then followed Megatron into battle, but was forced to flee along
with the rest of the Decepticons when a massive amount of Autobot reinforcements joined the fray. Full
Throttle Scramble Power! They took it over easily, thanks in part to the human collaborator, Trov. Then the
Autobots showed up, and the two factions began their battle aboard the space station. The Decepticons lost the
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fight and fled. First Contact Wings Universe Wings Universe is based on the Generation 1 cartoon , but
deviates from it in cosmetic ways and continuity points. The Reflector trio were "one" of fourteen Warlords
that arose championing the Decepticon cause. As the Autobot Elite Guard began picking off the Decepticon
Warlords one at a time, Reflector attended the War Councils with the other Decepticon leaders to discuss
strategy. It was Reflector who suggested they pool secrets and information for the greater good of the
Decepticon cause. After failing in this strike, falling offline on Earth for eons and awakening once more,
Spectro , Spyglass , and Viewfinder worked with the Decepticon medic to repair their fellow Decepticons.
Subsequently an oddly colored Viewfinder was seen decorating the cavern floor of Mount St. Alas, Reflector
was taken away from us before his prime. The Last Stand S. You Have Been Chosen. Reflector was maybe
amongst the Decepticons who lay in wait to ambush Optimus and the Autobots. The battle that ensued later
came to be known as " Digital Doom on the Highway to Destruction. Transformers Combat Data Later,
Reflector discovered that the same squad of Autobots was out scouting for new energy source. The Autobots
Are Under Attack! Reflector is never seen in any of the illustrations depicting "Digital Doom on the Highway
to Destruction," but is implied to be involved as all other toys advertised in the flyer are participants in the
battle. Once Skywarp was disabled as well, Spyglass and Viewfinder wisely chose to abdicate to Starscream.
Fusion "Who added Sky-Lynx to our Skype call?! Countdown to Extinction The true Reflector, on Earth,
dismissed this duplicate as an inferior copy. Fusion The presence of two Reflectors originally arose as a
continuity error, when the Annihilation novel depicted Reflector on Earth while the concurrently published
comics showed him to be on Cybertron. Like a couple of other errors in the novels, this was paved over in the
third book, Fusion, with the true, Earth-bound Reflector making the above "inferior copy" remark.
Coincidentally, the situation echoes the body-duplication theme seen in the Generation 1 cartoon, discussed
above, but regardless, what happened to the so-called true Reflector after The Transformers Trilogy remains a
mystery. When Optimus Prime arrived to halt their scheme, the three Reflectors attacked him, but were easily
swatted aside. As this future was also full of multiple Sweeps , Insecticon swarms and Ravage packs , it is
possible these Reflectors were some sort of clones. The Art of War 3 During a subsequent Decepticon assault
on an Autobot peace ceremony, the Reflector trio were charged with delivering a message to Optimus Prime.
Reflector came under attack by Jetfire during the negotiation, but Viewfinder managed to continue the
transmission despite being injured. Rise Spectro and Spyglass were later seen aboard a Decepticon orbital
outpost, terrified of walking down the same hallway as Sixshot. Sixshot All three Reflector units speaking
entirely in unison , eventually joined Megatron on Earth , and helped defeat the Autobots there. All Hail
Megatron 13 Spyglass was left behind, however, and was still trying to get off the planet two years later.
Spectro and Spyglass survived and eventually they located Wheelie , who had previously crashed on the same
planet and had been building an escape vessel with a friendly alien. Punch that card user! After the apparent
death of Viewfinder, Spectro and Spyglass sought out Jhiaxus to stabilize them for individualized life. They
helped overlook the construction of the railway that would allow The Astrotrain to reach New York. Hearts of
Steel 3 " Strange Visitors " established that events identical to those of Hearts of Steel and Infestation 2
occurred in the IDW Generation 1 continuity ; however, they happened to Maximal explorers brainwashed by
Shockwave into believing they were the Autobots and Decepticons of the Great War. Alternity "I swear to god
Peppy, if you say "do a barrel roll" one more time This incarnation of Reflector was a Pretender , with each of
his components able to disguise itself as an ordinary-sized human being. Reflector was dispatched to universal
stream In their Pretender guises, the trio tracked the source of the disruption to the Otsuka Museum of Art ,
and found that it was a strange tablet. Reflector was about to make off with the tablet when he was accosted by
Bumblebee and Elita Seven , and his components promptly dropped their Pretender forms to battle the little
Autobot. Unfortunately for Reflector, he was no match for the unearthly powers of an Alternity: Bumblebee
snatched the tablet away, and with a snap of his fingers, reduced Reflector to a nearly two-dimensional state.
From across the dimensions, Megatron saw his minions collapse like paper, and lashed out with his tesseractal
swords, destroying the museum and the tablet, and wounding Bumblebee. By the time Bumblebee came to,
Reflector was long gone. The World Is Flat! Transformers I want to tell you about the Transformers! They
succeeded, despite Autobot interference, though the Autobots later managed to destroy the cannon anyway.
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Armada also possesses a Matrix Much like the original Matrix, it serves as the symbol of the Autobot
Commander. In Galaxy Force , Override Nitro Convoy , Scourge Flame Convoy , Evac Live Convoy , and
Metroplex Megalo Convoy all hold the title of Convoy as leaders of their respective planets, but this scheme
does not carry over into the western translation, and so the Prime appellation does not apply. Character name
Optimus Prime The Transformers: Armada incarnation of Optimus Prime known as Convoy in Japan has the
ability to transform into a semi-truck as well as combine with Jetfire to form Jet Convoy or Overload to form
Magna Convoy. He can also combine with both of them to form Magna Jet Convoy. Nemesis Prime Nemesis
Prime only ever appeared in one Transformers: Armada episode called "Puppet" as an evil clone of Optimus
Prime created by Unicron. He is known as Scourge in Japan, possibly as a homage to the character of the same
name from Transformers: Robots in Disguise who was also an evil clone of Optimus Prime. Rodimus
Rodimus is a great military commander and a superior warrior, yet strives for peace and freedom. While never
actually called "Rodimus Prime", he was referred to as "Rodimus Convoy" in the Japanese version of Energon
, hearkening back to the name of his G1 predecessor. While Override was not a Prime in the American series,
she was a male character named Nitro Convoy in the Japanese version of the series. Scourge Scourge is the
brutal and very powerful ruler of the Jungle Planet. He views any display of kindness, compassion or
generosity as weakness, and he hates weakness. While Scourge was not a Prime in the American series, he
was named Flame Convoy in the Japanese version of the series. Metroplex Metroplex is the leader of the
Gigantion , where Transformers are much bigger than traditional sizes and the main way of life involves
constructing new cities on top of the old ones. While Metroplex was not a Prime in the American series, he
was named Megalo Convoy in the Japanese version of the series. Vector Prime A singular entity within the
multiverse , Vector Prime is one of the Original Thirteen Transformers created by Primus to combat the threat
posed by his eternal foe, the Chaos-Bringer, Unicron. Thirteen Original Transformers[ edit ] Main article:
They went on to become the foundation of life on Cybertron. Live-action film series[ edit ] Main article: After
learning that Earth contained intelligent life, they refused to use it and The Fallen fought them over it. He was
too powerful for them so they stole it and sacrificed themselves to hide it. Sam Witwicky found it but it
crumbled to dust in his hands. However, in a vision, the Dynasty gave it to him to wield as he proved worthy
of it, telling him that the Matrix is something that must be earned not found. He used it to revive Optimus, but
The Fallen took it before it completely healed Optimus. Used to power the Sun Harvester, it survived and was
given back to Optimus after he destroyed the harvester. Transformers Animated[ edit ] Prime is still a rank in
the Transformers Animated continuity, but uniquely it is distinctly lower than commander of all Autobots that
would be Ultra Magnus â€” the "Magnus" refers to his rank. This is revealed when Sentinel Prime attempts to
give an order to Optimus Prime. The Elite Guard members, Ultra Magnus and Sentinel Prime , have bars on
their forearms, with more bars present for the superior officer. Optimus Prime lacks these, and as such it is
unknown if they are only present on the Elite Guard. The rank of Prime seems to be roughly equivalent to the
human naval rank of captain.
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Smiley This comedic minute show revolved around an eccentric wealthy family with supernatural powers who
enjoyed the terrifying and odd things in life. Robby the Robot makes a guest appearance when Morticia feels
they are working their 7-foot butler, Lurch, too hard. Her husband Gomez builds a robot to help with the
chores around the house. Lurch soon hands over all his duties to the robot Smiley, played by Robby the Robot,
and finds his job threatened by this new robot. Their goal is to help alleviate the massive overpopulation
occurring on Earth. Doctor Zachary Smith, an agent for an enemy government, is sent to sabotage their
mission. Smith is successful, but gets trapped aboard the ship. Now they must all work together if they are to
have any chance of surviving the perils of space and finding their way home. It is not surprising that Robby
would make several appearances on Lost In Space. War of the Robots Role: William Bramley After Will
Robinson fixes an old damaged robot that he finds laying around, we discover the robot is actually a robotoid.
The robotoid decides that is must capture the human Robinsons and destroy their B-9 Robot in order to please
the advanced race that built him. The villainous robotoid is played by Robby the Robot. Robot Guard The
Robinsons are forced to flee the planet they have been living on, because a comet is about to crash down.
During their evacuation, the ship and B-9 Robot are damaged by a supernova and they are forced to land
aboard a huge ship directly in their path. The ship is actually a prison, whose inmates are cryogenically frozen.
The Robinsons must now avoid a riot and repair their ship, if they have any chance of surviving. Robby plays
the robot prison guard. The Man From U. An older British politician and his manipulative wife make things
more complicated. The show was a series of sketches hosted by Fleegle the dog, Bingo the gorilla, Drooper
the lion and Snorky the elephant. These characters were portrayed by actors in full-body puppet suits. He
appears without his classic glass dome, perhaps to make him look more feminine.
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Chapter 6 : Sell, Buy or Rent Nova's Ark online
Since then Nova's Ark textbook was available to sell back to BooksRun online for the top buyback price or rent at the
marketplace. Description Callway Book and Toy Set / Scholastic Inc.,

His name was Mihai Popa. He could silence a room just by entering itâ€”a big bear of a man, often wearing
his signature peasant hat, never far from his roots. He was obsessed with science and the cosmos, nature and
the afterlife. And he loved women. He was willful, bold, uncompromising. He could be stern on occasion. He
wanted to build a place the world could interact with, enjoy and dream about. He wanted to challenge and stir
the imagination. He was a creator. He was a visionary. Above all, he was an artist. To most, he was known
simply as Nova. And on a acre preserve in Bridgehampton, he left behind his Ark Projectâ€”a sculpture park
featuring more than 40 of his pieces, carried on by his longtime life partners Tundra Wolf and Luna
Shanaman. They have kept his mission alive since his death in , and with it a piece of him. I was with him for
decades, so I pretty much know how he thought. Wolf was strolling through Central Park with her energetic
dog, Gregor, who had a penchant for jumping over the benches. When he had finally tired himself out, he lay
down in the grass as she sat down, opening her book of Russian mysticism by Peter D. When she saw a tall
gentleman approaching her, she paid him no mindâ€”until he opened his mouth. He was European and 15
years her senior. At age 10, he ran away from homeâ€”a carved dwelling, much like living inside a
sculptureâ€”and tried to stow away on a cargo vessel, where the communist militia found him hiding. Forced
to make the most of his situation, he studied painting and monumental art at the Institute of Bella Arts in
Bucharest. But when he strayed from drawing happy workers and peasantsâ€”favoring abstract art exploring
spheres, the most basic form in the universe, he had saidâ€”the communists would arrest him and hold him in
custody for days at a time. But happy workers with flags? He wanted full, free expression. Finally, one night,
he took the plunge. Strapping his writings, poetry and photographs to his chestâ€”under a leather jacketâ€”he
set out for Yugoslavia on foot. As he attempted to cross the border, a phosphorous bomb hit him in the chest.
When he looked down, he could see the white of his sternum, Ms. The flare had burned through all of his
papers and pictures. They had saved his life, she said. When he got to Trieste, the border between Yugoslavia
and Italy, he was nearly dead. This was the most dangerous crossing of all, Ms. He swam all night across the
Adriatic Sea, beaching himself in Italy as the sun rose. In Rome, he sold them. And in Paris, he met a
shipbuilder who, finally, brought Nova to the United States. He immediately caught the attention of what was
the Delgado Museum of Artâ€”now the New Orleans Museum of Artâ€”and its board of directors gave him a
few words of advice. Wolf relayed the story, quoting the board members. He had traveled here to expand. He
would not be suffocatedâ€”least of all by his own art. He respectfully declined, packed up and moved to a
modest brownstone on 83rd Street in Manhattan, not far from where he first met Ms. By , the couple was
living at the top of a tall Garment Center building. Two years later, Nova had started to weld and, soon, his
work was outgrowing their illegal loft. It was time to relocate. In , they purchased a property in
Bridgehamptonâ€”and, on it, an old barn with two potato trucks insideâ€”and transformed it from a
dilapidated farm into where the hand-crafted, carved, ecological Elliptical House and Museum House stand
today. Wolf said, after the park is further expanded and more sculptures installed. He wanted to give humans
an idea for a way to live with cooperation, harmony and especially harmony with Gaea. That was, in a way, a
burden for him. He had this mission he felt he had to accomplish. Wolf and, by the s, Ms. There, they lived,
loved and created together. Of course, Nova spearheaded everything. He was full of energy. A mere fraction
of its 95 acres, which they purchased in , is available for touring, co-existing with a dozen horses, a herd of
sheep and frequent resident artists. Bronx-based Oz Valle arrived in May, escaping his own personal gridlock
in the cityâ€”professionally, spiritually and artistically. Do something with it. A leaf, a small path in the grass,
a sunset, the pillow you sleep on, a closed door behind you when you leave somewhere, the street you walk
All is a universe. I am doing the same here each and every moment. Wolf said she will edit this winter for
publication. That day, he did everything he always did. He swam, he designed, he did everything. See you
around the corner. I was quite numb for a very long time. Shanaman kept the sculpture park up and running,
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and stayed together as Nova had wished. They have become even better friends, Ms. Wolf said, and their
home is full of laughter and inspiration. And wondering if she will ever be with him again. He is freed, Ms.
And, here, so is she. I want the peace. For more information, visit thearkproject.
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Chapter 7 : List of Primes and Matrix holders - Wikipedia
So begins David Kirk's futuristic picture book Nova's Ark, the somewhat complex story of a young robot named Nova,
whose most precious possession (besides his robot dog "Sparky") is a brittle wooden ark and a set of carved animals
made by humans in the ancient days of Roton. Nova misses his dad, who left on a space mission nearly a year ago.

Ten million years ago, Prima flew the coop and Nova was left as the last soldier standing at the Siege of the
Citadel of Light until Galvatron arrived out of the wilderness. The two fought against the beast hordes and
drove them back, turning the siege into a by-word for courage. Alpha Trion , the last Prime on the planet, was
the one who brought them together in the hope that they could end the war. Realizing the Primes were gone,
Nova went out and united the tribes starting with the beasts to create a unified Cybertronian society, one for all
Cybertronians and where everyone would be " in their place. Crystal City , with its guardian Omega Supreme.
He formed the Primal Vanguard for off-world peacekeeping and began work on the first Ark , claiming it was
meant for trade and exploration when it was in truth the first step of the Expansion. Fearing that his Expansion
would be impossible with a limited population of Cybertronians at his disposal, Nova had a team of scientists
led by Tyrest tap into the Matrix of Leadership and use its power to create new life, a process that was covered
up as a "population augmentation program" that made use of "spark splicing". However they were driven mad
by the merging, and they devolved into a monster that tore through Crystal City before they were stopped.
Seeing it as just another universe to conquer, Nova ordered the ship to pass through, not worried at all by the
fact that the portal itself was pulling them in. Megatron Origin 3 The Matrix he once carried remained on
Cybertron, hidden in the Undergrid Transformation , with a fake one that everyone believed was real left
behind for his successor, Nominus Prime. Post Hoc Meanwhile, his population expansion had left Cybertron
with energon shortages and caused an outburst of racism, complete with a period of apartheid, against the
constructed Transformers created by his spark splicing program. The Prime was thought dead but countless
years later, when Optimus Prime downloaded himself into infraspace to survive an attack from Megatron , he
sensed the presence of Nova Prime Escalation 6 These feelings led Optimus Prime to seek information from
Omega Supreme, and shared with him his belief that Nova might still be alive, and his feelings of dread.
Optimus was left with the knowledge that the Prime lineage had been corrupt from the start, and it gave the
Autobot leader something to ponder about. Nova Prime was still functioning, though in a strange half-dead
state in the Dead Universe , and was now the fearsome figure known as Nemesis Prime, powered by the
almighty mind-altering anti-Matrix, the Darkness , which ruled the Dead Universe. His grand plan, the
Expansion, was now intended to merge the Dead Universe with the real one, allowing him to both return home
at long last and direct the merged universe into a new, more ordered era. He already had an outpost and
minions on Gorlam Prime , ready to direct his coming Expansion. He had Nightbeat captured by some of his
minions and programmed Spotlight: Nightbeat to assassinate Optimus Prime at a set time, Spotlight: Hardhead
as he subconsciously knew the Darkness would behave like the Matrix and jump from him to Optimus if given
the chance. Sideswipe With that secured, Nemesis Prime decided that the Expansion was ready to begin. He
dispatched Galvatron to Cybertron in a mission to secure Thunderwing , kill the Autobots guarding him, and
bring the Pretender to the Dead Universe. Galvatron secured Thunderwing, but spared the Autobots, viewing it
as a small rebellion against Nova. Galvatron After observing the Reapers about to destroy Earth , he ordered
Galvatron there to stop them, since the Earth was part of their expansion plan. Devastation 3 Galvatron
performed his task well, but Prime remarked to Jhiaxus that he was aware that Galvatron had his own agendas
and secrets. Cyclonus Nemesis Prime was found by Jhiaxus on the remains of the Ark, thinking back on old
times and planning for the future. Upon receiving the latest intelligence on both Cyclonus and Nightbeat, he
dismissed the former and requested Jhiaxus take care of the Nightbeat situation personally. Nemesis Prime
attacked the prison facility on Garrus-9 while Optimus Prime was inspecting it. The Autobot defense forces
were helpless against him: Nemesis was immune to all their firepower and used his deadly decaying touch to
instantly snuff out their lives. Seeing that conflict was futile, Optimus Prime ordered all the defenders to
retreat, then faced Nemesis Prime directly. Nemesis gloated about the upcoming Expansion, then revealed to
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Optimus Prime the nature of the Darkness and channeled it as a weapon against Optimus Prime. Doubledealer
Unfortunately for Nemesis, the Darkness did want to leap to Optimus as he had feared, and it would do so if
he either used it or touched Optimus. Enraged, Nemesis backed off and resorted to firing a torrent of normal
energy. Optimus was able to withstand the blast however, but their fight ended abruptly when Nemesis,
distracted by the battle, was shot in the back and killed by Galvatron, as part of his plan to claim the Darkness
for himself. Though Optimus Prime soon destroyed the Darkness-infused Galvatron or so he thought ,
Optimus remarked that he could not mourn his predecessor, noting that Nova Prime was long dead. He
eventually came to speculate that Nemesis had not actually perished, but rather, that his life-essence had
returned to the Dead Universe. Black Planet Now filled with Black Moon clan essence. His wounds pulsating
with dark energy, he now served the greater being of which the Darkness had always been but a small part: In
the end, Galvatron was able to summon his army and force the malformed Nemesis Prime back through the
portal, which he then destroyed. Heart of Darkness 4 As it transpired, however, Nemesis had not sought to
reclaim the Darkness, but had rather only been used a pawn by D-Void in its attempts to motivate Galvatron
into using the Darkness to destroy Cybertron. Trapped yet again, Nova Prime directed his rage upon a group
of intruders who had entered the Dead Universe while he had been occupied: Orion Pax and his band. After
Hardhead broke out of the containment field Nova had sealed the group in, Nova destroyed his protective
forcefield generator, allowing the Autobot to be consumed and disintegrated by the Dead Universe. No Exit
Demonstrating his growing ability to manipulate the energies of the Dead Universe, Nova took the remainder
of the group to his citadel, where he kept Kup , whom he had been attempting to convert into a living
spacebridge. Nova Prime took the opportunity to challenge his successor to battle once more, Burning Bright
though the fight was more psychological warfare than anything, as Nova used his control of the Dead
Universe to make himself shape-shift into each member of the Prime lineage to mock Orion with its
supposedly tainted legacy. But Orion, inspired by Rodimus , accepted his role as Prime and his duty to
brighten that dark lineage, and finally slew his evil predecessor. The Becoming The deceased Nova had one
final use to serve, though: Black Planet Starscream later cited Nova Prime â€” along with Sentinel and Zeta
â€” as examples of the corrupt lineage of the Primes, to discredit Optimus and sway the opinion of the Council
of Worlds. The Medium and the Message After receiving a life sentence, Starscream defended his reign of
Cybertron to Bumblebee by bringing up Nova Prime trying to destroy the universe. Devastation Nova Prime
was known as the conqueror of the Benzuli Expanse , Greatest Autobot to bear the Matrix, and all around
great guy. He inspired Bad Bots to be good and Good Bots to be better. It was he who led the Mission of
Cybertronian Expansion , hoping to create colonies on Cyberformed planets for future Cybertronians to
inhabit, thereby preserving their culture forever. Insane in the Mainframe And it started out pretty good too!
Unfortunately, after making a supply run on a mysterious planet , a darkness fell over the ship and crew,
causing them to become corrupt and mad. This darkness affected Nova Prime as well, causing him to seek out
inhabited planets for cyberforming in spite of his original peaceful intentions. One of these planets was Earth
where, thanks to some sabotage courtesy of a guilt-ridden Kranix , the Proudstar crashed into the surface and
trapped its crew and resources in stasis. Battle Tactics I am the most powerful prime! Nova Prime participated
in battles against a variety of opponents, both Autobots and Decepticons. Sometimes there were many of him!
He was a an Epic character who was available in the last February Daily Campaign, and could be recruited by
collecting 20 Alpha cores, 20 Beta Cores, 20 Omega cores, and 10 cores of this character. This character
article is a stub and is missing information on their video game appearances. You can help Transformers Wiki
by expanding it.
Chapter 8 : Release dates and prices for Takara Tomy Transformers: War for Cybertron - Siege
Nova's Ark personifies robot characters, and in doing so, touches on several examples of personal identity, what it
means to be a person, and the significance of change with respect to personal identity.
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Nova's Ark Book and Toy Set (Nova the Robot) by David Kirk 1 edition - first published in Prostate Disorders
(Understanding).
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